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When an Elephant Hears NO
Dazzle Ng, Estrela Lourenço

Key Selling Points
Shows young readers how considering the emotions and reasons behind the word “no”
can help us deal with our own emotions.

The first in a new series about the many meanings and emotions behind common
words, with When a Rhino Has to Wait forthcoming Winter 2025.

A lively and fun addition to the growing number of emotional intelligence books that
parents and educators are seeking.

Gives kids a tool kit not only for reacting to “no” but for using it themselves,
incorporating deep concepts like consent and climate change activism.

Presents the word “why” as a useful response to “no,” encouraging young readers to be
curious and ask questions when they don’t understand.

An adorable cast of animal characters presents emotional intelligence concepts in an
accessible and engaging way.

Summary
When an elephant hears NO, a tantrum may follow, and a steaming, stomping elephant
blowing up is BIG trouble. But what every little one must understand is that NO can
mean an enormity of things. It can be a PLEASE when Mommy’s in the bathroom, or a
surprised OH MY at a stupendous magic trick. NO holds enormous power to fight for a
better world, or to ask firmly for some personal space.

Lively illustrations portray the many different instances at which a little elephant (or a
little reader) might hear NO—and the BIG emotions that often precede and follow the
word. Along the way, young readers will learn that no matter what NO an elephant
faces, instead of answering with flaring ears and a steaming trunk, they may use
another word: why?

A whole elephant’s worth of fun, this romp of encounters with the trickiest of tiny
words will stamp out NO’s mysteries and trumpet its virtues. Young readers will delight
in and relate to elephant’s experiences, and adults will appreciate this exuberant
roadmap of NO’s many uses and meanings.

Contributor Bio
Dazzle Ng is a big fan of elephants. She does her best not to “Tooot!
Stomp…eeeee…RAWR!” when she hears NOs too (but it can be hard sometimes). When
not writing, she’s planning trips to the breathtaking beaches of the Philippines, where
she lives with her family and their dog, Bacon. This is her debut picture book.

Estrela Lourenço is a Portuguese professional children’s book author and illustrator, and
also a storyboard artist for animation. She has been living in Ireland since 2009, where
she met her partner and formed a little family with their daughter and dog, Chewie.

Illustrations
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Kadooboo!
A Silly South Indian Folktale
Shruthi Rao, Darshika Varma

Key Selling Points
Offers a fresh take on a familiar South Indian folktale that the author grew up hearing
from her grandmother.

Showcases a delicious South Indian dish and invites readers to learn more about South
Indian culture and cuisine.

Serves as a contemporary, culturally celebratory alternative to picture book classics like
Tikki Tikki Tembo

Encourages readers to engage with wordplay by drawing connections between action
on the page and the mistaken names Kabir comes up with.

The playful, slapstick humor will have readers of all ages chuckling throughout.

Vividly depicts the sights and sounds of a South Indian setting, showing town,
countryside, and homes.

The familiar and recognizable repetitive structure common to folktales makes this ideal
for read alouds.

Centered around the universally loved experience of sharing delicious food with family
and friends.

Summary
Kadooboo! Golden brown, puffy, sweet, and crunchy, it’s fresh from the pan—a
delicious treat!

As soon as it’s ready, Kabir runs home with some to share.
He’s got to be quick, before the rain! But wait … can he remember the treat’s name?
(His Amma is sure to ask!)

Of course he can. That is, if fun and friends aren’t too distracting along the way.

As Kabir makes his way, the sights and sounds of the street and interactions with
friends start to jumble his memory. A cool new comic, and suddenly the treat is
book-oo-doo! When a ball whizzes toward him—duck-oo-boo! With so much fun to be
had, Kabir reaches home with a trail of friends … and a jumble of names. Could he
possibly remember the right one?

This modern retelling of a South Indian folktale blends playful wordplay with
delightfully quick pacing in a story about friends, family, and food—the perfect recipe
for a satisfying story time.

Contributor Bio
Shruthi Rao writes books for children. She loves books, trees, hikes, benches, eating
kadooboos, and hanging out with her daughter. More than 100 of her articles, columns,
and short stories have been published in newspapers, magazines, and literary journals
in India, the United States, and Canada. She lives in California with her family.

Darshika Varma is a freelance illustrator based in Mumbai, India. She loves drawing
characters in vibrant scenes and adorning them with emotions. She spends her free
time traveling, birdwatching, and reading books.

Illustrations
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Piano Wants to Play
Colleen Kong-Savage

Key Selling Points
Making a musical instrument a perspective character is a unique take that serves to
center and emphasize music’s unifying power.

The moving, rhythmic text coupled with bright, textural, and whimsical illustrations
evokes the beauty of music and the joy it can bring.

Portrays a relationship that endures and develops through change, showing young
readers how to deal with change in their lives.

Piano playing is represented as exciting and magical, which will encourage young
readers’ interest in playing an instrument.

Amy goes from music student to teacher throughout the story and is shown teaching a
classroom full of young musicians, making the book an ideal text for music education
spaces.

Represents playing music as something learned through time and effort, contradicting
the “pure talent” idea often applied to music and encouraging young musicians to
persevere and practice.

Summary
Piano and Amy share a special bond. Piano loves to play music with Amy. And Amy
loves Piano, too.

“Play me, Amy! Play me!” Piano calls. And they do. Every day they play and practice,
testing notes and strengthening fingers. From notes to scales to warm, rippling
melodies, together they make a joyful noise.

Making beautiful music takes time, and as Amy grows she has less time to play with
Piano, until one day, she disappears entirely, leaving Piano abandoned and lonely.
Longing to sing but growing less hopeful for Amy’s return, Piano fears the worst when
moved to a strange new home. But this new home, Piano finds, is a school, and Amy is
now a music teacher. Following a surprise reunion that is sure to delight young readers,
they share the joy of music with the next generation.

With its portrayal of the lasting connection between instrument and musician, this
heartfelt story will bring joy to the huge audience of young piano players and all who
have known the uplifting power of music, highlighting the ways music brings us
together and composes bonds that, like timeless melodies, endure and evolve.

Contributor Bio
Colleen Kong-Savage hopscotched from country to country before settling in New York
City, where she earned an MFA in fiction-writing and a black belt in taekwondo. She
has a passion for dance, a phobia of driving, and superior skills in gingerbread cookie
art. Her illustration debut, The Turtle Ship (Lee & Low Books) by Helena Ku Rhee,
garnered a Freeman honor. She is a freelance illustrator/graphic designer, as well as a
teaching artist, creating murals with kids of all ages.

Illustrations
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Ollie, the Acorn, and the Mighty Idea
Andrew Hacket, Kaz Windness

Key Selling Points
Though outlandish, Ollie’s wish to become a tree is both imaginative and an example of
creative problem solving, encouraging young readers to dream big.

Ollie’s transformation into a tree offers a fun and humorous take on the lesson of how
plants grow.

Actively encourages anti-violent conflict resolution, emphasizing the use of
conversation, kindness, and understanding to mediate issues.

A whimsical spin on the valuable moral lesson that sometimes “getting back at” your
bully makes you feel worse.

Features a fun refrain that encourages young readers to stay engaged and read along
with adults.

Full of plant puns, vivid illustrations, and hidden-in-plain-sight tree acronyms in the
names of the two main characters, this clever book offers something new upon each
reread.

Summary
Ollie Alexander Kandersteen, successful amateur gardener, longs to be a tree: Strong.
Tall. And mighty enough to stand up to Everett, the bully next door. Ollie is rather short
for his age, and when things are too heavy or too high to reach, Everett is sure to point
it out. Ollie wilts, he withers. Inside and out, he feels small.

But when Everett, feeling jealous of Ollie’s gardening skills, steals Ollie’s sapling, an
idea takes root…
“I couldn’t. I shouldn’t.”
But he does! Ollie SWALLOWS an acorn. He waits, wonders, and rumbles … Burp!

With a little care and cultivation, a tree-mendous transformation begins! Ollie’s feet
root, his arms branch, his locks leaf, and his limbs stretch to the clouds. He’s finally
strong and tall enough to confront Everett. But when he does, he finds out that being
the biggest doesn’t always mean you’re the mightiest and getting even with a bully
might just make you feel smaller than ever.

Readers of all ages will root for and relate to Ollie in this whimsical story about working
together despite differences, the power of kindness, and what it truly means to be
mighty.

Contributor Bio
Andrew Hacket always dreamed of writing picture books, but never believed it was
possible. Then one day he thought, “I could. I should.” So he did (with a lot of hard
work). And while he hopes no one swallows acorns as a result of his story, he does
hope kids will be inspired to grow kindness in their communities and stand up for
themselves—without eating anyone, of course. A second grade teacher, Andrew lives in
Holden, Massachusetts with his wife and three children, all of whom are very mighty.
Visit him at www.AndrewHacket.com.

Kaz Windness is an illustrator and author who loves to make her readers laugh. When
she’s not illustrating books, Kaz teaches illustration at an art college and enjoys
growing herbs and vegetables in her garden. She is a Rocky Mountain College of Art
and Design valedictorian graduate. Kaz lives in Denver, Colorado with her husband, two
sons, and Boston terrier. Visit her at WindnessBooks.com.
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Calling of Light
Lori M. Lee

Key Selling Points
- Lori grew up on western-style “sword and sorcery” fantasy, which bred her love of the
genre. She also grew up surrounded by her culture's shamanism. Inspired by the
Hmong's belief that spirits are generally responsible for much of what happens to you,
especially bad things, the Shamanborn series reflects the blended cultures that Lori
grew up with as an Asian American.
- Forest of Souls made a number of “most anticipated” lists including BuzzFeed’s “28
Highly Anticipated YA Books That Are Coming Out in 2020,” and The Nerd Daily’s list of
“48 YA Book Releases to Look Out For in 2020.”
- This is a fantasy with a light romance element. The focus is on the emotional
complexity of friendship, which so many YA readers are looking for.

Summary
Sirscha has returned to Evewyn, only to discover that everyone believes she killed the
queen and that she’s the new king’s Shadow. These rumors have made people fear her,
but it’s not the rumors that concern her—it’s finding out what the Soulless is going to
do next so she can finally destroy him.

Everyone might believe she’s a monster, but Sirscha knows who the real evil is, and
she refuses to let him destroy their world.

Full of the danger, intrigue, fierce friendship, and incredible world building of the first
two books in the Shamanborn trilogy, this final installment will delight readers of this
popular series.

Contributor Bio
Lori M. Lee is the author of Gates of Thread Stone, The Infinite, and the forthcoming
Pahua and the Soul Stealer (Rick Riordan Presents). She's also a contributor in the
anthologies A Thousand Beginnings and Endings (Greenwillow/Harper) and Color
Outside the Lines (Soho Teen). She lives in Wisconsin with her husband, kids, and an
excitable shih tzu.
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Broken Web
Lori M. Lee

Key Selling Points
- Second book in the highly anticipated Shamanborn trilogy. Forest of Souls already
has 70 Amazon preorders, over 7,400 adds on Goodreads, and an order from FairyLoot
crate.

- Forest of Souls made a number of “most anticipated” lists including BuzzFeed’s “28
Highly Anticipated YA Books That Are Coming Out in 2020,” and The Nerd Daily’s list of
“48 YA Book Releases to Look Out For in 2020.”

- Lori grew up on western-style “sword and sorcery” fantasy, which bred her love of the
genre. She also grew up surrounded by her culture's shamanism. Inspired by the
Hmong's belief that spirits are generally responsible for much of what happens to you,
especially bad things, the Shamanborn series reflects the blended cultures that Lori
grew up with as an Asian American.

- Lori has a strong social media presence, with over 8,000 followers on Twitter, many of
whom are influential and bestselling authors eager to support her career.

- Light horror elements and themes of monstrosity give the atmosphere a slight gothic
tinge that should appeal strongly to fans of Netflix’s hit show The Witcher.

- The passionate friendship between Sirscha and Saengo shines through in the sequel,
forming the story’s primary relationship. Perfect for readers looking for light romance
and queer-questioning characters.

- Relatable message of inspiring self-esteem and confidence creates a strong point of
emotional connection for a teen audience.

Summary
The Soulless has woken from his hundred-year slumber, and now lurks in the
Deadwood, recovering his power. Which has somehow infected Sirscha. It burns inside
her and warps her lightwending. She fears the destructive ability of her Calling.

But while Soulless is formidable, he’s still a shaman, which means his power must be
channeled through a familiar. If Sirscha can discover what—or who—that is via their
connection, she might be able to cut him off from his power before he returns to full
strength.

Meanwhile, Sirscha and her allies journey west to the shaman empire of Nuval to treat
with the Ember Princess. They hope to rally the people into uniting against their
common enemy, but that’s easier said than done. Queen Meilyr is pursuing her
imperialistic agenda, and she claims to hold a token that gives her power even over the
Soulless.

Contributor Bio
Lori M. Lee is the author of Gates of Thread and Stone and The Infinite. She's also a
contributor in the anthologies A Thousand Beginnings and Endings
(Greenwillow/Harper) and Color Outside the Lines (Soho Teen). She considers herself a
unicorn aficionado, enjoys marathoning TV shows, and loves to write about magic,
manipulation, and family. She lives in Wisconsin with her husband, kids, and an
excitable shih tzu.
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To a Darker Shore
Leanne Schwartz

Key Selling Points
-Capturing the tense-but-sweet romance of The Dark Tide meets with the epic
mythological backdrop of Hadestown, readers who enjoy mythology and fantasy will
enjoy this rich tale of romance that transcends life and death
-TO A DARKER SHORE is told in dual points of view for two autistic protagonists and
explores in a fantasy setting the ways neurodivergent folks might mask to succeed in
society or seek approval through the trap of being “useful”
-A da Vinci-esque heroine on a Dante-esque passage through the underworld is an
appealing commercial hook and includes autistic, fat, and LGBTQ+ characters,
including a demi hero.

Summary
Plain, poor, plus-size, and autistic, Alesta grew up trying to convince her kingdom that
she’s too useful to be sacrificed like so many of their country’s poor to appease the
infernal monster across the poison sea in hell.

When Alesta’s attempt to prove herself with inventions goes awry, her best friend and
heir to the throne, Kyrian, takes the blame expecting leniency—and ends up tithed in
her place.

To end the sacrifices forever, Alesta plans to kill the monster that killed her friend. She
travels to the depths of hell only to find Kyrian, alive, but monstrously transformed.

There’s no escaping hell or their deeper feelings for one another, and the farther they
go, the closer they come to uncovering a truth about the tithings that threatens to
invoke the wrath of not only monsters but the gods as well.

Contributor Bio
Leanne Schwartz is the author of A Prayer for Vengeance. She is a Pitch Wars alum
mentored by Alechia Dow and Sheena Boekweg. Formerly a teacher, Leanne believes in
hard work, actively dismantling systems of oppression, and the power of singing along
to show tunes. She lives in San Diego, California.
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My Big, Fat Desi Wedding
Prerna Pickett, Syed Masood, Tashie Bhuiyan, Aamna Qureshi, Payal Doshi, Sarah
Mughal, Noreen Mughees, Anahita Karthik

Key Selling Points
- According to BookRiot, we are in the midst of a YA anthology boom, and there is a
general renaissance of short-form fiction. It’s the perfect time for a book like this,
which combines the popularity of short fiction with stories linked by identity that
celebrate a community.

- Some big names in the YA community are already on board to blurb and promote the
book.

- Prerna Picket, the editor of the anthology, knows the YA romcom market well.
Booklist said of her first book, If You Only Knew, “Unfurl your best folding fans, as this
romance might make you swoon your heart out."

Summary
Drama. Food. Fashion. More drama. More food. Nosey aunties and uncles—and, of
course, the universal language of love. These elements are a must-have for any Desi
wedding, inclusive of people indigenous to India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, and Sri
Lanka. In this anthology, authors from various parts of the Desi community will share
genre-bending stories that explore the lush traditions of their region, translating that
universal language through the familiar lens of the Ultimate Family Gathering.

In this collection that centers hope, love, and family, readers will enjoy eight stories
from both award-winning and debut authors.
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My Throat an Open Grave
Tori Bovalino

Key Selling Points
- Tori’s previous book, The Gathering Dark, debuted on the Indie Bestseller list
(remaining there for four weeks) and just barely missed hitting the New York Times
bestseller list. With social media support from authors like Chloe Gong and Hannah
Whitten, we expect this book to get a lot of buzz.

- This dark Labyrinth retelling combines several popular YA trends—gothic romance,
folk horror, and a touch of magic—while also providing a fresh story with a heart-
wrenching twist.

- Tori’s book interrogates the societal pressure on young girls within the nest of a
darkly romantic tale. It provides the emotional depth of Courtney Summers, with the
commercial gothic romance of For the Wolf.

- Labyrinth has a huge cult following, which will create fantastic marketing tie-in
opportunities.

Summary
In the small town of Winston, Pennsylvania, they fear the Lord of the Wood almost as
much as they fear God. According to legend, the ghosts of the wood steal the babies of
the town if they’re left unattended. But this legend has just become a way to scare
local kids—until Leah Jones’s brother disappears.

Leah has no hope for a future outside of Winston, and her only remaining solace is her
music. She’s on the verge of dropping out of high school, barely balancing her job at
the gas station with her duty to care for her baby brother, Owen. But when Owen is
taken by the Lord of the Wood, Leah must face the dangers of the forest to write a
song that will win Owen back—and discover the truth of how her life went so very
wrong.

Contributor Bio
Tori Bovalino is the editor of the bestselling horror anthology The Gathering Dark and
the author of Not Good for Maidens. She lives in London.
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Meet Me in the Fourth Dimension
Rita Feinstein

Key Selling Points
-In the “post-truth” age Meet Me in the Fourth Dimension is an honest portrayal not
only of the dangers of misinformation but also the humanity of the people who get
pulled into it.
- This nuanced portrayal of a smart girl falling into conspiracy offers a beautiful and
painful examination of friendship and unexpected connection to create a lesson in
empathy, accepting growth, and learning to forgive yourself.
-Rita is an accomplished poet and her expressive lyrical verse provides the perfect
medium to express the highly emotional truth within a story of misinformation.
-Reluctant readers may have an easier time engaging and discussing the contemporary
social issues at the heart of this book through its poetry.

Summary
NASA has assured everyone the passage of rogue planet Malachite will be safe, but
Crosby's been getting other messages—from a fortune teller and Malachite truther
message boards. And now she believes that Malachite will kill everyone who doesn’t
ascend to the fourth dimension—a higher plane that transcends physicality.

She tries to prepare her friends and family to leave their bodies behind and raise their
frequency by changing their diets, wearing the right crystals, and moving into her
friend’s bunker before it’s too late. But no one is listening.

The more time she spends trying to talk her roommate and her quirky friends into her
apocalypse plans, the more Crosby is forced to face the cracks in everything she
believes to be true.

This novel in verse explores the danger and humanity of conspiracy in a post-truth
world through empathy, friendship, and forgiveness.

Contributor Bio
Rita Feinstein is the author of the poetry chapbook Life on Dodge (Brain Mill Press,
2018) and the full poetry collection Everything is Real (Brain Mill Press, 2022). Her
work has appeared in Willow Springs, Sugar House, Grist, and Permafrost, among
other publications, and has been nominated for Best of the Net and Best New Poets.
She received her MFA from Oregon State University. Currently, she lives in Washington,
DC, and teaches creative writing workshops for kids and teens.
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Final Curse of Ophelia Cray, The
Christine Calella

Key Selling Points
- The Final Curse of Ophelia Cray is perfect for readers of lush fantasy with twisting
plots like The Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue, the world-building scope of All the
Stars and Teeth, and the curses and the sisterly bonds of House of Salt and Sorrow.
-With an explicitly asexual protagonist in Ophelia and positive fat representation in
Betsy, this book also combines the queer inclusion and body diversity that made Our
Flag Means Death resonate with so many.
-This novel adds an exciting and valuable contribution to asexual protagonists in an
enticing pirate novel.

Summary
The townspeople hate Ophelia, daughter of a notorious pirate queen, because they
believe she will repeat her mother’s legacy. Ophelia only wants to join the navy to
make amends for her mother’s deeds so she steals her sister’s birth certificate to enlist
after being barred from joining because of her cursed reputation. But Ophelia soon
discovers that a life at sea isn’t as honorable as she hoped.

When their father falls ill, Ophelia’s half-sister Betsy asks the navy recall her sister, but
in doing so reveals Ophelia’s fraudulent enlistment. To save her sister from the naval
authorities, she must overcome her anxieties and find her sea legs in a race to find
Ophelia before the navy can.

Between duels, unexpected romance, and lost treasures, the sisters realize that piracy
runs in the family after all.

Contributor Bio
Christine Calella is a 2018 graduate of Columbia University’s MFA program for Creative
Writing who stuck around in the big city to fulfill her childhood dream of working in
publishing. She is currently a publicist at a major publishing house, and is a three-time
mentor with the #AuthorMentorMatch program. The Final Curse of Ophelia Cray is her
debut novel.
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Out of Blue Comes Green
M.E. Corey

Key Selling Points
-The market for YA books about LGBTQIA+ teens is growing and with breakout hits like
May the Best Man Win, Cemetery Boys, and Hell Followed with Us there is more
visibility and interest in transmasculine stories like Out of Blue Comes Green
-While this novel includes discussions of gender identity, this goes beyond a traditional
coming out story into how you come into your own once you’ve come out to yourself
-This nuanced portrayal of a trans high schooler is written with the authenticity of a
trans man who now works as high school teacher
-As queer stories become more visible, trans stories remain less represented in and
this is a unique and authentic addition to that limited canon.
-Trans teens will be excited to see themselves represented in a reality that goes
beyond their pain, to their joy

Summary
In M.E. Corey's Out of Blue Comes Green, Kay, a trans boy, wants what every other
teenage boy wants—a girlfriend and a successful rock band—but when a new girl
assumes he is cis and asks him out, he accepts without correcting her.

In between dates and classroom flirting, Kay discovers more of who he is and who he
wants to be. From working on his setlist to win the competition to become the prom
band to posing as a different male volunteer at the local animal shelter, Kay keeps
finding ways to be seen and make space for himself in his small town. And as his
confidence grows, he works up the courage and support to confront his bullies and his
unsupportive mother.

But it's going to be harder than he thought to play the show, get the girl, and keep
everyone from telling her what Kay is short for.

Contributor Bio
When not writing, M.E. Corey works as a high school teacher. As a trans man, he
advocates for LGBTQIA+ students, and he writes for trans kids and the child he once
was. Out of Blue Comes Green is his debut novel. He lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Call Forth a Fox
Markelle Grabo

Key Selling Points
- Fairy tale retellings continue to be very popular in the YA market. Call Forth a Fox
features a sapphic romance, making it stand out in the sub-genre.
- This is a sweet romance with 15-year-old protagonists, reaching a younger YA
audience that is often underrepresented.
- With a snowy woods setting, folkloric world, and cottage-core aesthetics, this
atmospheric story is the perfect “cozy fantasy” book—a genre that has been more and
more popular with readers.

Summary
Though the western wood is rumored to be home to wicked faeries, 15-year-old Roisin
forages without fear, until the night she saves a red fox from a bear, and that bear
turns on her. Ro and her sister survive the attack, but the forest isn’t finished with
them yet, for the seemingly ordinary bear is truly a boy who’s been cursed by faeries
and forced to partake in a deadly competition.

And the red fox is actually a girl—the same girl from the village who Ro has fallen for.

Between the bear and the fox only one is meant to survive, but Ro and her sister are
determined to break the curse before tragedy strikes, and their fight forever alters
their ties to the western wood and to each other.

Contributor Bio
Markelle Grabo is a debut author. She lives in Riverside, California.
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645679509
1645679500
Pub Date: 1/2/2024
$21.99 US / $28.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Cooking  / Methods 
CKB070000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

The Lazy Girl’s Guide to Delicious Dinners
60 No-Stress, Limited-Mess, Sure-to-Impress Meals
Sophia Kaur

Key Selling Points
-- With over 912K followers on Tiktok and 154K followers on Instagram, Sophia is the
go-to resource for fast, delicious meals you can make on a time crunch.
-- Because of how simple these recipes are, this book is perfect for and accessible to
beginners.
-- With 60 recipes for quick and simple meals, this book’s audience aligns with lucrative
top sellers like Cooking with 5 Ingredients from Trader Joe’s: Simple Weeknight Meals
Using Your Favorite In-Store Products and 6 Minute Dinners (and More): 100 Super
Simple Dishes with 6 Minutes of Prep and 6 Ingredients or Less, which has sold over
3,000 copies in just one month.
-- Winter’s freezing temperatures and limited daylight hours often leave people feeling
more lethargic than normal. With limited prep time and filling, nourishing ingredients,
the recipes in this book are the perfect solution for those who lack the energy to cook
for themselves during those trying winter months—or year-round!

Summary
Embrace The Lazy Lifestyle with Minimal-Effort, High-Impact Recipes

Resist the siren call of takeout and make a satisfying home-cooked meal every
night—in no time at all. Haven’t gone grocery shopping? Forgot to run the dishwasher?
Sophia Kaur, creator of A Quick Spoonful, shows you how to get easy, exciting meals
on the table no matter the excuse.

Skip dirtying all the dishes with recipes like Cheesy French Onion Pork Chops or
Crab-Stuffed Cheddar Biscuits. Eating healthy doesn’t have to be exhausting with
fresh, flavorful options like Chinese Chicken Salad and Skillet Lasagna. Or experience
the magic of quick, few-ingredient favorites like No-Fry Sweet and Sour Chicken or
Sesame Peanut Noodles.

Beginners and busy folks alike will be cooking with ease with these easy-to-follow and
quick-to-make recipes. With this blessing of a cookbook, you’ll spend less time
planning, prepping and cooking, and more time enjoying your meal.

Contributor Bio
Sophia Kaur is the creator behind the TikTok and Instagram sensation A Quick
Spoonful. She currently resides in Orlando, Florida.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645679462
1645679462
Pub Date: 1/30/2024
$22.99 US / $29.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
Cooking  / Specific Ingredients 
CKB105000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Quick Prep Cooking Using Ingredients from Trader
Joe’s
Jordan Zelesnick

Key Selling Points
-- Jordan has a large following on Instagram, with 103k followers, and consistent
engagement on her posts.

-- Trader Joe’s is such a far-reaching grocery store, and to center a cookbook on it
targets an audience who might not have sought out a cookbook but who regularly shop
at TJ and are interested in easy recipes.

-- This book is very accessible to people who are new to cooking, and makes use of
pre-cooked foods and repeated sauces and spices to make the process as simple as
possible.

Summary
Don’t Sacrifice Time or Flavor

Spend more time eating and less time prepping with these 60 mouthwatering meals
made with ingredients from your favorite grocery store. Popular food blogger Jordan
Zelesnick loves all the flavor-packed ingredients Trader Joe’s has to offer, and in this
epic collection she shows you how to utilize them to make quick, delicious meals. Plus,
she’ll introduce you to some secret weapons you never thought to grab off Trader Joe’s
shelves. Fuss-free meals include:

• Chicken Shawarma Hummus Bowls
• Buffalo Chicken Stuffed Peppers
• Crispy Air Fryer Ravioli
• Gochujang Salmon Burgers
• Peach and Burrata Flatbread
• Everything but the Leftovers French Fry Poutine
• Crispy Street Corn Smashed Potatoes
• Pumpkin Spice Challah French Toast
• Edible Cookie Butter Cookie Dough

With recipes for everything from main meals, snacks and sandwiches to breakfasts,
pastas and desserts, you’ll have fresh, home-cooked flavors at every meal in a matter
of minutes.

Contributor Bio
Jordan Zelesnick is the creator of the popular blog JZ Eats, specializing in Trader Joe’s
recipes. She currently resides in Baltimore, Maryland.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890039927 
9798890039927
Pub Date: 1/16/2024
$18.99 US / $22.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

104 Pages
30 illustrations
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
Games & Activities  / Coloring 
Books
GAM019000

9 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Modern Fashion Illustration: The Coloring Book
40+ High Fashion Gowns and Dresses to Style and Color
Holly Nichols

Key Selling Points
-- Holly has a large social media following, with 6.2 million followers on TikTok and 1.6
million followers on Instagram, and has high engagement on her posts.

-- Holly’s illustrations mirror new trends but draw heavily on classic fashion design,
meaning the book will not go out of style and will be able to be purchased and enjoyed
for a long time after publication.

-- The book is accessible to a large number of people, since it doesn’t require specific
materials or technique, and can be enjoyed both by children seeking entertainment
and by adults looking to relax.

Summary
Unleash Your Inner Fashion Designer with Stunning Couture Illustrations

Bring your fashion dreams to life with these 40+ runway-inspired illustrations. Try out
your boldest color combinations on glamorous gowns, unwind by styling daring dresses
and eye-catching accessories or experiment by adding creative embellishments of your
own. Each dazzling design is yours to customize and is printed on high-quality
perforated paper to ensure your art will look as display-worthy as the clothes on the
page, plus there are colored illustrations to help inspire your work. So, grab your
markers and colored pencils and get lost in the world of haute couture!

Contributor Bio
Holly Nichols is a fashion illustrator and the bestselling author of Modern Fashion
Illustration. Her work has been featured by brands like Saks Fifth Avenue, Neiman
Marcus and more. She lives in Braintree, Massachusetts.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645678762
1645678768
Pub Date: 1/30/2024
$22.99 US / $29.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

168 Pages
30 photos plus some step-by-steps 
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Crafts & Hobbies  / Needlework 
CRA004000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Cuddly Crochet Plushies
30 Patterns for Adorable Animals You'll Love to Snuggle
Glory Shofowora

Key Selling Points
1) Glory has a large audience on Instagram of 109k followers, her posts regularly
receive high engagement from fans interested in her work and her shop often sells out.
Glory’s followers would be interested in a book of her patterns.
2) Glory teaches private crochet lessons and writes patterns her audience can
purchase. She has an abundance of experience in teaching others how to crochet,
making her an appealing author.
3) Page Street has had success in publishing other amigurumi/crochet toy titles before,
such as Hooked on Amigurumi which sold 18.9k net copies.
4) The unique cartoonish style of Glory’s designs will help set her work apart from
other crochet animal pattern books.
5) Glory’s patterns encourage readers to use chunky yarn which will help them to
achieve the large, cuddly aesthetic seen in the photographs. Chunky yarn is also easier
for beginner crocheters to manage and use, making this book appealing for crocheters
of all skill levels.

Summary
Create Huggable Plushies in Just an Afternoon

Crochet the softest, coziest, most squishable stuffed animals of your dreams with this
collection of easy patterns from Glory Shofowora. Explore the woodlands, jungle, farm,
ocean and even mystical realms with adorable projects like Rae the Raccoon, Miso the
Monkey, Callie the Cat, Opal the Octopus and Dio the Dragon! And because every
project is made with super bulky chenille yarn, you can guarantee they’ll be soft and
fluffy enough to be the perfect cuddle companions for you and your friends.

Glory’s amigurumi designs are created with simple stitches, minimal parts to sew
together and step-by-step photographs, making these sweet animals quick to make
and ideal for beginners. Glory also offers some super cute notes on making your
projects unique, like switching up yarn colors or embroidering the eyes, so that your
plushie feels truly yours. There are so many cuties to meet in Glory’s plushie animal
kingdom—the hardest part will be deciding which one to make next!

Contributor Bio
Glory Shofowora is the creator of Crafting in Glory. Her amigurumi designs are beloved
for being over-sized, cartoon-inspired animal plushies reminiscent of childhood. You
can find her on Instagram and TikTok @CraftingInGlory or on her website
www.craftinginglory.com.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645678656
1645678652
Pub Date: 2/6/2024
$28.99 US / $37.50 CDN
Hardcover Paper over boards

192 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Cooking  / Methods 
CKB004000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

The Cottagecore Baking Book
60 Sweet and Savory Bakes for Simple, Cozy Living
Kayla Lobermeier

Key Selling Points
—The cottagecore aesthetic has boomed in popularity over the last few years (nearly
5.5 million posts on Instagram are hashtagged #cottagecore or
#cottagecoreaesthetic), with many Millennials and Gen Zers looking to adopt a simpler,
more rural-inspired lifestyle. The recipes in this book will tie directly into this popular
and growing trend.
—With Kayla’s homesteading lifestyle, whimsical aesthetic, and incredible talent for
from-scratch cooking and baking, she is the perfect person to write this book!
—Kayla’s audience has greatly increased since we acquired her first book, going from
40k followers in social media to 145k followers. Her audience is dedicated and
passionate and is sure to be just as excited by this book as they were her first book.

Summary
Discover a Whimsical World of Decadent Bakes!

From Kayla Lobermeier, author of The Prairie Kitchen Cookbook, comes an enchanting
escape into the realm of cottagecore baking, where rustic charm meets mouthwatering
flavors. Whether you are already living out your cozy cottage dreams or are just
starting to embrace the softer, simpler life, you’ll be captivated by the variety of baked
goods on offer! Delight in luscious pies that are bursting with fresh, seasonal fruits;
delicate teacakes and scones that enchant the eyes and the taste buds; and warm,
crusty breads to fill your kitchen with pleasing aromas. Wherever you might be in your
cottagecore journey, you’ll soon find yourself embracing the slow-paced rhythms of
cottage life as you whip up incredible sweet and savory treats.

Contributor Bio
Kayla Lobermeier is the author of The Prairie Kitchen Cookbook and the creator of
Under A Tin Roof™. She has been featured in Willow and Sage magazine, Where
Women Cook, Heirloom Gardener, and Folk magazine, among others. Kayla lives in
Iowa with her husband, children, and parents on their family farm.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645678618
164567861X
Pub Date: 1/30/2024
$35.00 US / $45.00 CDN
Cards

36 card illustrations
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 35K
Body, Mind & Spirit  / Occultism 
OCC016000

1 in H | 1 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Angelarium
Oracle of the Fallen

Key Selling Points
- The Angelarium is a popular brand: Peter’s first book, Angelarium Book of
Emanations, sold more than 14k copies.
- Oracle decks provide more flexibility than tarot decks, since there is no requirement
to include a certain number of cards.
- Pete has also designed art for Dungeons and Dragons and Magic the Gathering, both
of which have increased in popularity.

Summary
Harness The Wisdom of The Fallen Angels

The Angelarium is home to all manner of angels, deities and other spiritual figures. Not
all of them are benevolent.

Dive into the dark, evocative world of fallen angels, destruction and arcane mystery
with this oracle deck set in the fantastical Angelarium canon created by artist Peter
Mohrbacher.

Discover the lore behind the Watchers: Guardian angels who helped forge humanity
only to inevitably turn to darkness. Each Watcher has a unique story to tell, and thus a
unique lesson to offer. By studying the Watchers’ archetypal stories, we may learn from
them, avoid their mistakes and draw inspiration for tackling the challenges of life.

These gorgeous illustrations depict the Watchers themselves as well as pivotal
moments from the Angelarium canon. With a luxurious matte touch that feels
wonderful to hold and admire, this deck is a must-have for anyone with a love for the
fantastical.

Contributor Bio
Peter Mohrbacher is the artist and mastermind behind the Angelarium. He has amassed
a worldwide audience for his depictions of angels and other fantastical creatures. He
has written two other books in the Angelarium line, Angelarium: Book of Emanations
and Angelarium: Book of Watchers. You can find his creations on Instagram
(@petemohrbacher) and Patreon, or at www.angelarium.net.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645678632
1645678636
Pub Date: 1/30/2024
$22.99 US / $29.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Cooking  / Health & Healing 
CKB039000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Macros Made Easy
60 Quick and Delicious Recipes for Hitting Your Protein, Fat and Carb Goals
Danielle Lima

Key Selling Points
--Danielle takes a “food freedom” approach to tracking her macros, meaning that these
recipes are not about restriction but are instead about learning how you can keep
things flavor-forward as you make your macros work for you.
--All of Danielle’s recipes are toddler-approved and family friendly, making them
accessible for a wide audience, no matter their background or living situation.
--Danielle and her family live in Alaska, which means access to luxury grocery stores is
difficult. All of the recipes in this book can be made with easy-to-source ingredients
and pantry staples.
--The January publication date will set this book up perfectly for New Year, New You
marketing and promotions.
--Danielle has a dedicated audience of 104,000 followers across social media
platforms.

Summary
Scrumptious, Macro-Friendly Recipes For Every Meal

If you thought tracking your macros meant never indulging in your favorite foods, think
again! Danielle Lima, creator of the popular food blog Oh Snap Macros, provides 60
standout recipes for delicious meals to keep you on track no matter your goals. She’ll
walk you through what macronutrients actually are, as well as her best strategies, tips
and tricks for tracking them effectively so you’ll be a pro at hitting your protein, fat and
carbs for the day.

Prepare to be blown away as you dive into all of the mouthwatering recipes offered,
including:

Chipotle Breakfast Sandwich
Steak Fettuccine Alfredo
Chicken Potpie Pasta
Blackened Salmon Fajitas
Creamy Mediterranean Halibut
Buffalo Chicken Stuffed Peppers
Sun-Dried Tomato and Arugula Burgers
High-Protein Mac and Cheese

Regardless of where you’re starting from, Macros Made Easy will show you how simple
it is to achieve your health and nutrition goals.

Contributor Bio
Danielle Lima is the creator of Oh Snap Macros, a popular food blog and online
resource for delicious, macro-friendly, family-approved recipes and dedicated meal
plans. Her work has been featured by the Maverick Observer and Buzzsprout, among
others. Danielle lives in Anchorage, Alaska with her husband and two children.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645679486
1645679489
Pub Date: 3/26/2024
$22.99 US / $29.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
30 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Business & Economics  / Personal 
Finance
BUS050040

9 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Retire by 30
Achieve Financial Freedom through the FIRE Movement and Live Life on Your
Own Terms
Frank Niu

Key Selling Points
-- With over 851K Tiktok followers and a sizable podcast audience, Frank is the go-to
source for financial advice and early retirement planning.
-- Frank breaks down complicated and often inaccessible financial concepts in easy-to-
understand language. This book will quickly become the layman’s guide to
understanding FIRE and how to achieve it.
-- Since the pandemic, there’s been a growing movement to decentralize work and
prioritize family and hobbies. This guide will give working professionals all the tools
they need to retire early, spend more time with their loved ones and set their sights on
the things they’re truly passionate about.

Summary
From retired millionaire and trusted Tiktok financial advisor Frank Niu comes this
in-depth guide on how to F.I.R.E.—or rather, how to obtain financial independence and
retire early in today’s world. Learn how to cut costs, negotiate higher salaries and
spend sustainably to maximize your income and move up your retirement plans. Plus,
discover easy steps you can take that will allow you to quit the job you hate and
devote more time to your family and passion projects!

Become the next success story with these smart investment strategies for fast results
and long-term returns, and learn to avoid common financial pitfalls that could hinder
your plans. Thanks to Frank’s expert advice and this comprehensive overview of how to
achieve F.I.R.E., you too will soon be polishing off your golf clubs, scouting out your
new vacation home and pursuing a more satisfying day-to-day.

This book will have 30 photos.

Contributor Bio
Frank Niu is a successful entrepreneur and the creator of the Frankly Speaking 
podcast. After retiring at 30 from software engineering, Frank shares his experiences 
and financial insight on his popular Tiktok account @frankniu. He has partnered with 
brands like MooMoo, and has been featured in the Wall Street Journal and Business 
Insider. Frank currently resides in West Vancouver, BC, Canada with his wife and 
children.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645678571
1645678571
Pub Date: 2/27/2024
$23.99 US / $30.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
20 beauties + step-by-steps 
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
Crafts & Hobbies  / Needlework 
CRA015000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Knitting Light
20 Mostly Seamless Tops, Tees & More for Warm Weather Wear
Marie Greene

Key Selling Points
- Marie Greene has been one of Page Street’s star authors in the knitting space since
her first book, Seamless Knit Sweaters in 2 Weeks ( 2019), which has sold more than
23,000 copies.
- 20 garment patterns for the price of $22.99 is an excellent deal for readers of all
budgets! Marie’s sweater patterns usually sell for around $7.00 on Ravelry and her
website.
- With a February pub date, this book will be perfectly positioned so readers can whip
up any desired designs ahead of the spring and summer seasons.
- Being able to create a hand-made wardrobe, even for warmer seasons, ties into a
sustainable lifestyle that many crafters are seeking.
- Knitting with plant-based and non-wool fibers ties into a growing contingent of
makers looking to create with non-animal fibers.
- Even without a dedicated social media presence, Marie has an incredibly devoted
audience and fanbase, and the sales of her first two books, and the early preorder
numbers in her third book, bear this out.

Summary
Seamless knits aren’t just for the colder seasons! Let Marie Greene show you the
lighter side of knitted garments, with this collection of 20 top-down designs in her
signature, timeless style. Filled to the brim with patterns for covetable tops, tees,
tanks and more—all made in light, breathable plant-based and non-wool yarns—this
book will have you whipping up and wearing gorgeous handmade garments
year-round. Whether you’ve worked with non-wool fibers before or not, have no fear!
Marie provides helpful tips and tricks for knitting with every fiber featured in the book,
from cotton and linen to hemp, silk, rayon and more. She’ll also guide you through
finding your perfect fit, for flawlessly fitting garments that will take your warm weather
wardrobe to enviable heights.

Look lovely in lace with designs like the Freesia Floral Tank or Violet Eyelet Tee. Show
off your bolder side with bright, colorful patterns like the Windflower Loose-Rib Top and
Wild Iris Striped Tank. Make a minimalist splash with classic silhouettes like the Laurel
Mid-Length Tunic or Waterlily A-Line Top. No matter which you choose to knit up first,
each design is sure to become a much-loved closet staple for warmer seasons.

This book will include 20 patterns and 20 styled photos, plus step-by-steps.

Contributor Bio
Marie Greene is an independent knitwear designer, best-selling author and knitting
educator. She is the founder of Olive Knits and Knit Camp, and the author of Seamless
Knit Sweaters in 2 Weeks, Knit Shawls & Wraps in 1 Week and The Joy of Yarn. Marie
currently lives in the Pacific Northwest. Knitting Light is her fifth book.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030023 
9798890030023
Pub Date: 3/26/2024
$18.99 US / $24.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
30 coloring pages
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Games & Activities  / Coloring 
Books
GAM019000

9 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Magical Woodland Coloring Book
30 Illustrations of an Enchanting Forest Getaway
Kate Pellerin

Key Selling Points
-The woodland aesthetic has come back into trend, as evidenced by the 2022 article
“Goblincore: TikTok’s New Woodland Aesthetic”.
-Page street’s has had success with its line of coloring and doodling books, so this one
would fit in well into that space.
-Coloring books for adults have been rising in popularity, due to their relaxing
properties, as evidenced by the article “How adult coloring books became a million-
dollar trend”.
-Kate has a combined audience of almost 150k across Instagram and TikTok.
-Kate has had success in the children’s books sphere, which this aesthetic calls back to.

Summary
Get lost in a whimsical, magical universe with 30 ready-to-color illustrations by Kate
Pellerin, creator of Poopikat. Through these designs, which include full spreads and
spot illustrations, readers will be transported into a world of charming characters,
marvelous creatures and all the botanical wonder they can imagine.

Perfect for those who love a woodland-inspired aesthetic, these illustrations will bring
you all the relaxing, meditative benefits of coloring books, while also titillating your
creative juices.

What’s more, these artworks are printed one-sided on woodfree paper, and thus can be
proudly displayed afterward.
Whether to relax after a long day, or to bring to life one’s love of all things woodland,
readers will find this book hard to put down.

This book contains 30 illustrations.

Contributor Bio
Kate Pellerin is a freelance artist and illustrates children’s picture books. She has 
collaborated with Mossery and her work has been featured on Procreate Folio. She has 
120k followers on Instagram and 21.1k followers on TikTok. Kate lives in Toronto, 
Canada.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645678649
1645678644
Pub Date: 3/5/2024
$21.99 US / $28.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
125 profiles and 125 illustrations 
in 2-color
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
Health & Fitness  / Herbal 
Medications
HEA011000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

The Homegrown Herbal Apothecary
120+ Easy-to-Grow Plants for Healing Remedies
Devon Young

Key Selling Points
-- Devon Young is a well regarded creator in the herbalist community; her first book
with Page Street, The Backyard Herbal Apothecary (2019), saw strong sales with
11,625 copies to date.

-- Homeopathic remedies are becoming increasingly popular in the health and wellness
community to cut down on healthcare costs and find less invasive ways to treat
illnesses.

-- Inspired by the ancient roots of herbal practice and vintage aesthetics, updated for
modern use and taste, this guide embraces the cottagecore lifestyle that has become a
widespread movement in both urban and rural communities.

-- Devon Young’s background as an herbalism practitioner, blog Nitty Gritty Life, and
two published Page Street books, makes her an expert in her field.

Summary
Harness the Healing Power of Plants in Your Home Garden

Unlock the benefits of growing and preparing your own restorative herbal remedies at
home in this complete guide to cultivating your herbal practice. Devon Young,
professional herbalist, trusted author and creator of the blog Nitty Gritty Life, shares
her wisdom about everyday healing for you and your family with growing and
preparation instructions for over 120 common, easy-to-grow herbs.

Accompanied by gorgeous hand-drawn botanical illustrations, this all-in-one reference
manual has everything you need to know to grow, harvest and make medicine with the
best healing garden plants. Apothecary tips from Devon’s own practice provide a
wealth of ideas for simple remedies such as preparing a tincture of feverfew to treat
migraines and brewing a tea of sea buckthorn to protect against viruses. With Devon’s
expertise, it’s never been easier to become a self-sufficient home herbalist to heal
yourself and your family in a holistic, sustainable way.

Contributor Bio
Devon Young is an herbalist and author of The Backyard Herbal Apothecary and The
Herbalist’s Healing Kitchen. She holds a degree in Complementary and Alternative
Medicine from the American College of Healthcare Sciences, and runs the herbalism
blog Nitty Gritty Life. Devon lives in the Pacific Northwest.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645678564
1645678563
Pub Date: 3/12/2024
$23.99 US / $30.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

168 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Cooking  / Health & Healing 
CKB039000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Nutrient-Dense Meal Prep
Quick and Easy Recipes to Heal Your Gut, Balance Your Hormones and Help
You Adopt a Healthier Diet and Lifestyle
Olivia Robertson-Moe, Julia Robertson

Key Selling Points
-Page Street’s diet-focused meal prep titles have had high sales, such as Beginner’s
Keto Meal Plan, which sold 20,417 copies since coming out in December 2020. This
new title leverages the proven power of Page Street’s diet-focused cookbooks and our
strong track record with quick and easy cookbooks.

-As we see a decline in diet markets like Paleo and keto, new and less restrictive ways
of eating such as the nutrient-dense diet are emerging with growing popularity and
appeal. This book will speak to a growing market of consumers.

-Olivia and Julia have a significant presence on Instagram with 155K followers.

-Olivia and Julia run courses and coaching programs, educating clients on the
nutrient-dense diet. Not only are they talented recipe developers, but they are experts
at safely adopting this diet, and readers will want to learn from these authority figures.

Summary
If you are looking for a simple and sustainable way to eat better, this collection of
nutrient-dense recipes and meal plans will help make healthy eating a breeze. The
nutrient-dense diet focuses on real, whole foods that repair gut health, balance
hormones and fight inflammation, without the harsh restrictions of keto or Paleo diets.
These 60 recipes highlight antioxidant-packed ingredients like organ meats and raw
dairy, as well health-boosting processes like lacto-fermentation in delicious,
approachable meals that you and your whole family will love.

Five weeks of meal plans—that guide you from breakfast to dessert—help you easily
adopt this diet and lifestyle. And thanks to Julia and Olivia’s time-saving methods for
batch-cooking, freezer-friendly and one-pan meals, each recipe is simple to make and
prep for the week ahead. Enjoy better-for-you classics like Maple Salmon Bites,
Nutrient-Rich Liver Meatball, Prebiotic Potato Salad, Beef Tongue Birria and Bone
Marrow Butter. And discover healthier versions of your favorite treats, with recipes like
Tallow French Fries, Hormone Balancing Chocolate Truffles and Creamy Nutrient-Dense
Ice Cream. If you’ve been searching for a healthy, intuitive way of eating, this guide to
nutrient-dense meal prep will set you down the path of success.

This book will include 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Olivia and Julia Robertson are the mother-daughter duo behind the blog and company
(R)evolve Primal Health. They offer recipes, classes and coaching programs on
adopting a nutrient-dense diet.
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Gardening for Abundance
Your Guide to Cultivating a Bountiful Veggie Garden and a Happier Life
Brian Brigantti

Key Selling Points
– Brian has a robust, engaged audience of over 2 million followers on TikTok, plus an
additional 24k on Instagram.

– Many outlets—including the Boston Globe, The Guardian, and CBS News—have
reported on the growing popularity of gardening due to the COVID-19 pandemic and
rising food costs. This guide will speak to those new gardeners looking for information
about how to successfully cultivate their gardens.

– Brian’s methods are all natural and chemical-free, making them a more sustainable,
eco-friendly way to grow your own food.

– Brian’s trademark positivity and enthusiasm shine through in his writing, making his
tips and information engaging, accessible and easy to follow.

Summary
Learn how to a cultivate a flourishing vegetable garden while feeding your spiritual self
through the gentle instruction from Brian Brigantti, the gardener and homesteader
behind the popular TikTok account Red Leaf Ranch.

Woven in with tales of his own gardening successes and stumbling blocks, Brian walks
you through the process of starting an abundant garden from start to finish. A primer
on soil health, composting techniques and establishing biodiversity set you and your
garden up for success. Then, learn how determine the best gardening methods for your
soil type and climate, plant the vegetables that will thrive in your ecosystem and tend
to your garden throughout the seasons. Along the way, Brian shares his observations
on the symbolism of gardening and building an attitude of self-sustainability through
the practice, leaving you equipped with not just the hows of gardening, but also the
whys.

Using only natural, chemical-free techniques that honor, respect and sustain the earth,
Brian’s methods for a bountiful garden result in a cornucopia of homegrown vegetables
and a deeper sense of connection with the earth and the food you eat.

Contributor Bio
Brian Brigantti is the gardener, homesteader and artist behind Red Leaf Ranch. His
social media platforms of the same name are wildly popular both for his practical tips
and his promotion of a mindset of abundance. He lives on his homestead in central
Tennessee with his partner.
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The Cottage Witch's Guide to Magic
30 Enchanting Projects to Make Your Home More Sacred
Suzanne Lemmon

Key Selling Points
-- Pagan practices are becoming increasingly mainstream as many work to reclaim
ancestral heritages and live more mindfully. Neo-paganism has been growing in
popularity in the United States and witchcraft specifically is rapidly gaining new
following, especially in feminist and queer circles (The New York Times, USA Today, Big
Think and The Atlantic).

-- Household magic books, especially those that showcase DIY crafts, crystal/herb
reference and cottage-core/witchcraft aesthetic, sell well. The Green Witch by Arin
Murphy-Hiscock has sold over 351,000 since its release in 2017. Another of Murphy-
Hiscock’s books, The House Witch, has sold over 85,000 copies since 2018.
Blackthorn’s Botanical Magic by Amy Blackthorn (2018) has sold over 22,500 copies.

-- Suzanne Lemmon is the hit creator behind @thewitchandthegoddess, a popular
Instagram account focusing on magical nature crafts with over 293,000 followers. Her
moon wreaths are among her most sought-after creations, and the book will include a
handful of projects that will teach readers how to make their own.

Summary
Covering everything from kitchen witchery to enchanted wall hangings, The Cottage
Witch’s Guide to Magic is the ultimate handbook for house witches of all experience
levels. Suzanne Lemmon (of the hit platform @thewitchandthegoddess) shares her
expertise in handmaking mystical wreaths, brooms, garlands and more to protect one’s
home and hearth.

Suzanne’s time-honed tips and tricks will help readers harness the power of energy-
charged crystals and charms for altars and adornments; meanwhile, her detailed
reference guide to working with herbs, flowers and other botanicals in spells of all
kinds will prove indispensable to their daily practice. She provides in-depth information
on selecting the right raw materials for each project to tailor it to each witch’s specific
intentions and goals and explains where to place these crafts within the home to
maximize their potency. Combining detailed instructions, step-by-step photography and
inspired projects, Suzanne guides readers in the art of practicing magic (and making
gorgeous décor) to craft a purposeful and powerful home.

This book will have 30 projects and 30 beauty shots (plus step-by-steps).

Contributor Bio
Suzanne Lemmon is the creator behind the popular Instagram account and Etsy shop
@thewitchandthegoddess. She is a seasoned nature artist and witchcraft practitioner.
She currently lives in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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Traveling Europe on a Budget!
An Insider’s Guide to Finding Hidden Gems, Avoiding Tourist Traps and Having
the Vacation of Your Dreams on the Cheap
Tonia Hope

Key Selling Points
-With the covid-19 pandemic limiting travel for the last three years, there is a huge
market of people who are itching to travel again and are looking for information on the
subject.

-This book will come out in March/April, a few months before the peak summer tourist
season in Europe. It will publish when a majority of people begin booking and planning
their summer vacations, coinciding with a time this market will be searching for
information on travel.

-Antonia brings a fresh and diversified perspective to traveling. Her book will stand out
on the shelves as one of the few travel titles written by a Black, plus-sized, solo female
traveler. Readers of many different backgrounds will identify with Antonia and want to
learn from her.

-European countries such as France and Italy have some of the highest tourist rates in
the world, and are consistently in the top 10 most visited countries. With the focus on
European travel guides in this book, it will cover the destinations a majority of folks are
interested in.

Summary
This incredible guidebook takes all the stress out of planning that long-awaited
European vacation, so you can buy your tickets, book your rooms and get ready to
explore, without overspending or falling victim to a lackluster itinerary.

Travel blogger Tonia Hope has curated 10 travel guides—covering Europe’s hottest
destinations—that share her insider tips for traveling on a tight budget, and enjoying
activities that avoid expensive tourist traps. This guidebook covers top locations, like
Paris, London, Italy, Iceland and Amsterdam, as well as lesser-explored gems like
Madeira & Azores and Albania. Whether you are looking to country hop, backpack or
check cities off your bucket-list one by one, this book has you covered.

Tonia shows you how to save on transportation, shares the best low-cost hotels and
Airbnb’s to book, and suggests affordable restaurants and cafes to visit. Each guide
also walks you through amazing sights to see, areas to visit and events to attend—all
free of charge or at very little cost. Did you know that some museums in Paris are free
on the first Sunday of the month? Or that Paris’s Metro line 6 has one of the best views
of the city, with only a $3 ticket expense? With this book at your side, you’ll discover
countless expert travel tips and have the European vacation of your dreams, all with
extra money to spare!

This book will have 10 travel guides and 50 pictures.

Contributor Bio
Antonia Olabisi, known as Tonia Hope online, is a travel vlogger and content creator.
With 200K followers across platforms, Tonia share guides for traveling on a budget and
finding hidden gems in new countries for globe trotters across the world.
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Feeding Toddlers
The Complete Guide to Transitioning Your Toddler’s Diet After Weaning with
Easy & Delicious Family Meals
Simone Ward

Key Selling Points
-- Simone Ward has a large, dedicated following on Instagram, with 337k followers.
Her audience has children of a similar age to Simone’s youngest son who has finished
weaning and is now in the toddler stage; this new book will appeal directly to her core
online following.

-- Feeding toddlers is a tricky and difficult subject for parents, and having such a
comprehensive meal guide for different times of day will make this an invaluable
resource for new parents.

-- The market for toddler-feeding books is missing newer titles with up-to-date
information and health-conscious recipes, so this book will fill a good niche for those
interested in the subject.

Summary
In this practical recipe book, Simone Ward—author, founder of the popular Instagram
account Zaynes Plate and mom of four—guides busy parents through the challenges of
feeding young children a well-rounded diet. New parents often become overwhelmed
with worries about potential picky eating habits developing, how to introduce
sugar/sweets, and if their child is eating enough or the right foods—Simone has tips
and recipes for all of these concerns and more!

Simone offers recipes for every meal of the day (including nutrient-dense snacks!) and
walks parents through what to expect for their 1-5 year old at the table. No need to
prepare separate meals for little ones—Simone’s recipes are developed with common
toddler eating preferences in mind, so parents can cook one easy, nutritious meal the
whole family will love! Sample recipes include: Tomato & Basil Baked Eggs, Quinoa
Pizza Balls and a Pumpkin Loaf that toddlers will gobble up. With Feeding Toddlers as a
guide, there’s no need to sweat over the stove or second guess the menu; parents and
their children can find ease and joy in this new stage of development.

This book will have 50 recipes and 50 photos.

Contributor Bio
Simone Ward is the author of Baby Led Weaning Made Easy. She is also the founder of
Zayne’s Plate, a popular Instagram account that helps parents plan easy, healthy meals
for their babies and toddlers. She is a mother of four and lives in London, England.
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Fast and Fabulous Knits
18 Speedy Sweater and Top Patterns for Busy Knitters
Jaime Dorfman

Key Selling Points
- Jaime’s sweater patterns are charming and youthful, and tap in to the trendy
aesthetic of Gen Z.
- 18 sweater patterns for the price of $22.99 is an excellent deal for readers of all
budgets! Jaime’s sweater patterns usually sell for around $10.00 on her website and
Ravelry.
- Page Street’s sweater-focused craft books have seen strong sales in recent years, via
titles like Modern Crochet Sweaters (2022, 10.3k copies), and Seamless Knit Sweaters
in 2 Weeks (2019, 23k copies). This book is sure to follow suit.
- Jaime’s designs are inspiring, yet feature beginner-friendly techniques, making them
perfect for knitters of all skill levels.
- With a February pub date, this book will be perfectly positioned for the colder winter
months in the US, while also leading in to Fall and Winter in Jaime’s home country of
Australia.
- Jaime has a dedicated and swiftly growing audience of 91,000 followers on
Instagram.

Summary
Knitting the sweater of your dreams doesn’t have to take long at all! Thanks to Jaime
Dorfman, the designer behind the colorful and creative knitwear brand Jaime Creates,
you can have the show-stopping knitted wardrobe you’ve always longed for in no time.
Wielding bulky and super-bulky yarns to expert effect, Jaime’s designs are modern,
trendy and flattering—all while knitting up in a flash. And whether you are seasoned in
knitting sweaters or will be casting on your very first jumper, never fear! Jaime’s
inspiring patterns are made up of beginner-friendly techniques, so no matter where
you are in your knitting journey, you can tackle each garment with ease.

Hop aboard the cable train with designs like the Magnolia Jumper, or get totally
textured with the Miss Ziggy Vest and Shine Bright Like a Diamond Cardigan. Add a
splash of color with the Intarsia Color Block Jumper, or learn the true meaning behind
“lace is more” in designs like the Travelling Vine Stitch Jumper or Chevron Lace
Pullover. With patterns that come together as quickly as these do, you’ll soon have a
closet full of chic, cheerful wardrobe staples!

This book will contain 18 patterns with 18 styled photos plus step-by-steps.

Contributor Bio
Jaime Dorfman is the designer behind Jaime Creates, a knitwear brand focused on
colorful, inspiring patterns made with beginner-friendly techniques. Jaime has
partnered with knitwear brands like Cardigang, among others. She lives in Melbourne,
Australia.
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Watercolor Wanderlust
A Beginner’s Guide to Painting Beautiful Landscapes Including Majestic
Mountains, Striking Seascapes, Rolling Plains and More
Hannah Pickerill

Key Selling Points
-- Hannah has an engaged audience of over 675,000 TikTok followers and 30,000
Instagram followers. Her 5-star Etsy shop consistently sells out of her prints.

-- Page Street has a strong proven track record with watercolor books, and Hannah’s
joins this list while also bringing new elements to the table with a sustained look at
diverse landscapes across numerous climates.

-- Watercolor painting continues to be a growing trend as many continue their
pandemic-inspired artistic ventures, with the #watercolor on TikTok garnering over 7B
views.

Summary
Create breathtaking watercolor landscapes with ease under Hannah Pickerill’s expert
instruction. Learn all the techniques needed to capture your favorite landscape scenes
on Earth (and beyond) with projects like Autumn Reflections, Yellowstone Bison,
Waipi’o Valley Lookout and Mr. Moon. Capture different climates with step-by-step
tutorials on painting the lush Hoh Rainforest, the grand Great Smoky Mountains and
the baking-hot Joshua Tree Desert Oasis.

Through these exciting projects, Hannah breaks down the basics on how to capture the
essence of place, whether from a reference photo or out your window. She explains
how to break down a scene to its base components for easy construction and then how
to layer all the fun details back in. Whether you are a beginner just picking up your
first brush or a painting enthusiast, this book abounds with vibrant inspiration for the
wondrous world of watercolor.

This book will have 30 projects and accompanying beauties and step-by-step photos.

Contributor Bio
Hannah Pickerill is a full-time landscape artist dedicated to painterly realism. She
regularly hosts “Paint and Sip” painting lessons on her TikTok account to share her love
of the medium. Hannah currently lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Juicing for Wellness in Your Nama
60 Healthy Recipes to Easily Boost Your Nutritional Intake
Jeanette Velasco Shane

Key Selling Points
-- Ranked best overall by Food & Wine, the cold-pressed Nama J2 Juicer is easy to use,
yields up to 60 percent more juice than other juicers and allows users to preserve
more nutrients than centrifugal juicers. This in-depth guide will allow fans of the Nama
to utilize their juicer for the best results and create delicious juices they’ll want to
incorporate into their everyday.
-- With 183K Instagram followers, 28.1K TikTok followers and a Nama Juicer
partnership, Jeanette is the go-to source for delicious juicing recipes. Her established
audience and industry connections will draw a large readership to this book.
--With easy tips for storing and freezing large quantities of juice, this book makes
juicing accessible to those who are passionate about juicing but don’t have the time to
lug out their equipment daily.

Summary
Squeeze the most out of your Nama Juicer with this all-in-one guide to making
delicious, nutrient-dense juices and wholesome wellness shots. An overnight online
sensation, the Nama is renowned for its cold press capabilities which help preserve the
nutrients of your nourishing ingredients and allow you to freeze and refrigerate your
larger batches so you can prep in advance and forgo time-consuming daily juicing.
Learn how to best store these 60 outstanding juices to maximize their health benefits,
and delight in the ease of hands-free, whole-fruit juicing that enables you to skip the
laborious chopping and peeling process. Armed with your Nama and this in-depth guide
to juicing, you’ll be more than ready to conquer whichever brightly-colored recipe calls
your name first.

Start your morning right with a glass of hydrating Green Juice, packed with revitalizing
produce that will leave your skin glowing. Boost your energy and immunity with a
citrusy Orange wellness shot. Supplement your iron intake with a beet–heavy Red
Juice, or prepare a big batch of refreshing Purple Juice that you can enjoy all week
long. Thanks to these easy, long-lasting recipes and the fruitful advice in this book,
using your cold pressed juicer to its fullest potential has never been easier—or tastier!

This book will have 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Jeanette Shane is the creator of the popular Instagram account Juicy Juicing J, where
she shares her recipes for delicious juices. A longtime juicer, Jeanette is Nama partner
and has worked with brands including Swoon and Fresh Thyme Market. She lives in
Traverse City, Michigan with her husband.
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Wild Spirit
A Retro Coloring Book for Peace & Love
Kira Rittgers

Key Selling Points
-- Kira has a large and ever-growing audience with 579k followers on Instagram.

-- Products featuring Kira’s artwork have sold well historically, with prints and apparel
selling out on her website at price points as high as $60. She already has a brand deal
with Caseify and her fans have been asking her for a coloring book.

-- Page Street has a strong sales record with adult coloring books, and Kira’s book fits
uniquely into the market since the retro and vintage aesthetic is popular in mainstream
media and fashion.

Summary
Color Your Way to Good Vibes

Bring your wildest hippie dreams to life with beautiful and inspiring coloring designs
from beloved Instagram artist and designer Kira Cyan (@kiracyan.design). Color in
adorable frogs on a picnic date, imagine the reflections of a disco ball hung from the
moon or transport yourself to a groovy flower power dimension! These 30 artisan
designs are printed on smooth, one-sided premium art paper with lay-flat binding and
perforated edges for easy displaying that will have you feeling that ‘70s peace and
love. Accompanied by the bold affirmations you need, such as, “You Are a Part of the
Beauty of This World,” these out-of-this-world illustrations will help you manifest
self-love and confidence as you color—so you can live your life a little more inspired.

Contributor Bio
Kira Rittgers is an artist and graphic designer who runs Kira Cyan Design, an online
business that sells prints of her artwork and products like decals, apparel, and
stationary that feature her designs. She currently lives in Los Angeles, CA.
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Simply Wholesome Dinners
60 Fast & Flavorful Recipes for Gluten-Free & Dairy-Free Cooking
Mary Smith

Key Selling Points
-- Mary’s first book, Quick Prep Paleo, has sold nearly 23,000 copies in just three
years. With a growing Instagram audience of 137K and a dedicated blog following,
Mary’s second book is sure to reach an even larger readership and is highly anticipated
among her devoted fans.
-- With numerous health benefits and proven weight loss results, the Paleo diet
remains a popular lifestyle choice. This book is perfect for those following Paleo or
Whole30, people suffering from Celiac disease or anyone interested in cutting gluten
and dairy from their diet.
-- Healthy and fast, the delicious meals in this book require minimal prep time and are
perfect for anyone seeking a quick but satisfying dinner.
-- With demand for dairy-alternatives at an all-time high, this book caters to the
growing population of people interested in pursuing a dairy-free lifestyle.

Summary
Save time without sacrificing your healthy lifestyle with these delicious gluten-, dairy-
and hassle-free recipes from Mary Smith, the bestselling author of Quick Prep Paleo
and creator of Mary’s Whole Life. Made with tasty, wholesome ingredients and minimal
prep work, these few-step skillets, mouthwatering Instant Pot meals and no-fuss sheet
pan bakes deliver twice the flavor with half the effort. Whether you’re a pressed-
for-time Paleo or Whole30 dieter, trying to cut gluten and dairy from your day-to-day
or simply seeking some stellar healthy recipes, this cookbook will be your new go-to
guide for quick yet satisfying home-cooked meals.

Delight your taste buds with showstopping, twenty-minute Hot Honey Salmon Bite
Bowls you can make in your air fryer. Save time on prep and cleanup with decadent,
one-pot Butternut Squash Mac and Cheese. Or, guiltlessly indulge in comfort food
classics like Mary’s hearty Grain-Free Chicken Pot Pie Casserole. Thanks to these 60
amazing recipes, preparing whole food meals for your family has never been faster,
easier or more exciting!

This book will have 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Mary Smith is the bestselling author of Quick Prep Paleo and the creator of Mary’s
Whole Life blog, where she shares delicious, gluten-free recipes. She has partnered
with notable brands including Cusinart, Ninja Kitchen and Made in Nature. Mary lives
with her family in Westminster, Maryland.
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Acrylic Landscapes for Beginners
Your Step-by-Step Guide to Painting Scenic Drives, Misty Forests, Snowy
Mountains and More
Sarah Johnston

Key Selling Points
-- Sarah has a dedicated audience of 1.6M TikTok followers and 264,000 Instagram
followers. She also offers courses in-person and online for those looking for additional
content.

-- This book expands Page Street’s flourishing painting list, which includes strong
sellers like Watercolor with Me in the Forest (119,276 copies net) and Wilderness
Watercolor Landscapes (18,016 net). Landscapes are consistently strong concepts for
our painting books. Page Street also has an established list of beginner’s craft books
that continually sell well.

-- Because it is cheaper than oil, acrylic paint helps make fine art more accessible and
is growing in popularity on social media; the #acrylicpainting has over 4.5B views on
TikTok and over 27M on Instagram.

-- Sarah is known for her distinctive moody and misty nature-inspired artwork. This
book highlights her distinctive style front-and-center with numerous striking
landscapes and puts forth a strong offering that will give her audience exactly what
they are looking for.

Summary
Learn all the top tips and tricks to capture nature’s beauty in easy-to-follow steps with
hit acrylic landscape artist Sarah Johnston. Through unique projects, Sarah guides her
readers through deep forests, craggy mountains, open skies and reflective waters. Her
detailed instructions help readers paint everything from brilliant sunsets to moody
skies, sun-blinded snow tops to evergreen foliage. She even explores the nuances of
mood and color theory in her seasonal landscapes.

Beyond gorgeous projects that will excite novices and experts alike, Sarah also
provides exclusive tips on the best way to set up one’s studio, a beginner-friendly
guide to art supply shopping and a masterclass on the different types of acrylic paint
and painting surfaces available. This guide to acrylic landscapes is perfect for anyone
looking to indulge in natural beauty (and pick up some amazing skills along the way).

This book will have 25 projects with accompanying step-by-steps and beauties.

Contributor Bio
Sarah Johnston, best known by her viral moniker Brellian, is lauded for her sensational
acrylic landscapes. She teaches both in-person and online acrylic painting courses.
Sarah currently lives in Conroe, Texas.
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Ink and Wash in the Garden
Watercolor and Ink Birds, Insects, Wildlife and More
Camilla Damsbo Brix

Key Selling Points
Camilla has extensive experience teaching students how to work with watercolor and
ink, so beginners would be in good hands.
Camilla’s previous book with Page Street, Ink and Wash Florals, was a strong seller,
with close to 5k copies in just a couple of months.
#inkwash is a popular topic in the art world, with millions of results on Instagram and
TikTok alone.
Page Street has a strong track record with watercolor books, with titles like 15-Minute
Watercolor Masterpieces as an example.

Summary
From bestselling Ink and Wash Florals author Camilla Damsbo Brix comes another
mixed media masterpiece. Through 22 elegant projects that combine the looseness of
watercolor with the precision of ink, readers will be transported into a world of
botanical wonder.

This book brings to life the winged marvels of garden wildlife, all the while teaching
beginners the crucial fundamentals of both watercolor and ink. From concepts like
wet-on-wet and wet-on-dry to mastering clean ink strokes, beginners will gain the
skills needed to create their own compositions. Readers will paint their way through
various species and insects like woodpeckers, blackbirds, robins and butterflies, all the
way to bumblebees, fireflies and ladybugs—perfect for hanging around the house, or
for gifting to friends and family.

Whether new to art, or whether their medium of choice is ink or watercolor, this book
will open readers’ worlds to the magic of mixed media, through dazzling compositions.

This book contains 20 projects and 20 photos + step-by-steps.

Contributor Bio
Camilla Damsbo Brix is a teacher and artist who leads online and in-person classes on
ink and wash. She has been featured in The Pigeon Letters and has a Skillshare
account where she guides over 5k students. Camilla has over 65k followers on
Instagram. She lives in Soroe, Denmark with her family.
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Middle Eastern Delights
60 Delicious, One-of-A-Kind Treats You Need to Try
Lamees Attar-Bashi

Key Selling Points
-- Lamees is quick rising in prominence, having already gained a following of 124K on
Instagram and acquiring advertisement deals with food giants like Pacific Foods.

-- She is at a pivotal moment in her career, and is currently in the process of launching
her food production company, Bashi’s Superfood Snack.

-- The book is very accessible to people who are interested in baking Middle Eastern
desserts but don’t know where to start, and includes a narrative of family tradition that
many readers can relate to and feel inspired by

Summary
Bring a New World of Flavor to Your Favorite Desserts

Bring your kitchen to life with the smell of tantalizing ingredients like cardamom, rose,
orange blossom, and pistachios. In this exciting cookbook, Lamees AttarBashi
highlights the recipes she grew up on, as well as her own spins on the classics. With
everything from kunafa and baklawa to halwa and manakeesh, each recipe will open
new doors for your baking, or remind you of home. You’ll be instantly transported to an
Arabian bakery with treats such as:

Kunafa Cheesecake
Pistachio Cardamom Rolls
Baklawa Bites
Cheese Manakeesh Flatbread
Churak
Khaliat Al Nahl
Dates and Walnuts with Salted Caramel Cake
Maamoul

Whether you’re looking to make something simple or want to impress with an
elaborate dessert, there’s something for every occasion, so jump in and discover a
whole new world of standout delights.

Contributor Bio
Lamees AttarBashi is a chef and TV host with recipes featured by BBC Good Food and
Ahlan! magazine. She lives in Sacramento, California.
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